TT&I Mission

The Technology Training and Integration Group (TT&I), a subdivision of the Office of Information Technology, is committed to providing services, support, and education to the campus community in order to effectively integrate technology into instructional and administrative performance. We achieve this mission by offering a wide variety of training opportunities, faculty development programs and instructional design services delivered in a manner that is customized in order to facilitate, support, and enhance the scholarship of teaching and learning.
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Dr. Yanling Sun, Director
- Robin Walker, Program Assistant
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- Patrick Scioscia
- Jiao Zou
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- Courtney Volpe
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Instructional Technology Specialists:
- Terry Steckowich
- Dan Stratthaus
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- Rose Lamela
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- Becky Pataki

Instructional Technology Assistant:
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TT&I is the solution!

Please visit our website to learn more about the TT&I team and the services we provide.

http://tti.montclair.edu

EMAIL US @ tti@mail.montclair.edu

http://tti.montclair.edu
Technology Training & Integration

The TT&I group provides Technology Training and Development, Instructional Design and Faculty Development services in order to assist faculty and staff to achieve their academic and administrative excellence.

Technology Training & Development

In order to give faculty and staff the ability to explore and integrate technology, we have designed pedagogically sound workshops to help support teaching and learning.

http://tti.montclair.edu/training/

Instructional Design Services

The TT&I group is committed to providing high-quality instructional design services to support faculty teaching online, hybrid or face-to-face. The instructional design process is a team-oriented collaboration, which includes faculty as subject-matter experts, instructional designers and multimedia specialists as needed.

http://tti.montclair.edu/instructionaldesign/

Faculty Development

TT&I offers several faculty development opportunities to support online, hybrid and face-to-face teaching. Those programs include an online course emphasizing pedagogical considerations, as well as our annual Summer Institute.

Empowering Online Teaching & Learning

This online course is intended to provide faculty with an overview of teaching and learning online, an introduction of various pedagogical considerations, an orientation of the best online practices, and guidelines for integrating appropriate instructional technologies to facilitate online and hybrid teaching and learning.

Summer Institute

This annual Summer event showcases the course design and development process, strategies for building online collaboration, and methodologies for creating instructional activities and learning assessments. This event will demonstrate instructional technologies that can be integrated into teaching to facilitate and enhance student learning. It also provides an opportunity for faculty to share experiences and to develop an online course with individual consultation provided by our TT&I staff.

Student Online Guide

The Student Online Guide is designed to help students understand what online learning is like and provide them with helpful tips on how to succeed in online courses.

http://tti.montclair.edu/studentonline/